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INTRODUCTION:
 

➔ ABSTRACT

It is noted that hundreds of new ICO projects raise millions of dollars but

little is shared with the investors on how the raised fund is spent. Many of these

projects simply disappear in thin air and with them millions of dollars.  Some of

them deliver a product that falls far short of what was promised, a product that

simply has no practical utility or dysfunctional. Over 70% of all ICOs that raised

funds  in  2017  simply  abandoned  their  projects  and  their  issued  coins/tokens

became ghost ships in exchanges. The ONE SHARE addresses two main issues to

be solved: First, to allow ICO investors to be part of all strategic decisions in all

matters of the raised capital from day one. Second, to allow investors to have a

share of the gains and success of the project.

➔ CONTEXTUALIZATION

Blockchain technology has gradually been accepted and becoming standard

in many sectors, its safety are exhaustively been tested in many ways, it is easy to

imagine that  blockchain  has  the potential  to  change banking standards of  how

things are done until  today.  Today a simple bank transfer  from one country to

another goes through a multitude of slow and expensive processes, often unknown

even by bank agency managers. 

Stocks Are Ownership Stakes, Bonds Are Debt

Stocks and bonds, sometimes called a debenture, represent two different

ways for  an entity  to  raise  money to fund or  expand their  operations.  When a

company issues stock, it is selling a piece of itself in exchange for cash. When an
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entity issues a bond, it is issuing debt with the agreement to pay interest for the

use of the money. The primary market, also called the new issue market, is where

issuers raise capital by issuing securities to investors. The secondary market also

called  the  stock exchange  facilitates  trade  in  already-issued  securities,  thereby

enabling investors to exit from an investment.

Stock Market And Blockchain

Stock Market and Blockchain technology are on a convergence and collision

path. NASDAQ announced that it intends to work with cryptos in the second half of

2018, other platforms will  follow and a new standard can be created.  It  is  not

difficult to imagine a brief future where the stock market will launch share papers

in a blockchain pattern or facilitate the trade of company's securities with crypto. It

could revolutionize the whole market as we know. It would facilitate the buying,

selling and transfer, adding liquidity and security to the market, and as important

as all this, a good synergy between crypto exchanges and stock market exchanges.

Brokers would have to adapt to this new reality.

➔ INVESTMENT AND MUTUAL FUNDS

What Is A 'Mutual Fund'

A mutual fund is an investment vehicle made up of a pool of money collected

from many  investors  for  the purpose of  investing  in  securities  such  as  stocks,

bonds, money market instruments and other assets. Mutual funds are operated by

professional money managers, who allocate the fund's investments and attempt to

produce  capital  gains  and/or  income for  the fund's  investors.  A  mutual  fund's

portfolio is structured and maintained to match the investment objectives stated in

its prospectus.

Why Do People Invest In Mutual Funds Instead Of Investing Alone?
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Mutual  funds  are  actively  managed  baskets  of  stocks.  It  provides  more

diversification than an individual  stock.  There are a number of  reasons why an

individual may choose to buy mutual funds instead of individual stocks. The most

common are that mutual funds offer diversification, convenience and lower costs.

Investing in a single company has risk. If you invest the same $500 in a mutual

fund which have several stocks inside, if one company flounders, you would not

lose  your  entire  investment.  Trading  can  be  confusing,  complicated  and

unpredictable. Markets are being controlled by Big Investors or “whales”, trading

by your own sometimes downright a mess. it depends of the right timing and some

studies of Technical Analysis (TA).

Why Do People Invest Alone Instead Of Investment In Mutual Funds? 

When you invest in a mutual fund you place your money in the hands of a

professional  manager.  The  return  on  your  investment  depends  heavily  on  that

manager’s skill and judgment. Research has shown that few portfolio managers are

able  to  outperform the market.  Check  the fund manager’s  track  record  over  a

period  of  time when  selecting  a  fund.  Fees  for  fund  management  services  and

various administrative and sales costs can reduce the return on your investment.

These are charged,  in almost  all  cases,  whether  the fund performs well  or  not.

Redeeming  your  mutual  fund  investment  in  the  short-term  could  significantly

impact your return due to sales commissions and redemption fees. It is usually

something passive, putting capital in a fund and waiting. The allocation of the fund

and  the  composition  of  the  portfolio  is  often  fixed  and  the  investor  does  not

participate in the decisions.
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➔ THE PROBLEM

Ico Entrepreneurs Raise Money And Deliver Very Little.

There are several good crypto projects that launch an ICO for a token or

new  blockchain  tecnology,  many  of  these  projects  raise  millions  of  dollars

conducting ICO and deliver very little to their initial  investors. One of the major

problems is the lack of investor participation. What do they do with all the millions

dollars  collected  by  ICO?  None  of  these  Groups  behind  these  projects  allows

investors to have a share in the company's profits and decisions. 

ICO Cashout For Fiat And Exit Scam.

Many of these ICOs cashout the entire ETH collected to fiat, bringing down

the crypto market and devaluing the overall market. They often just disappear in

what is known as the exit scam. They leave investors with a shitcoins in hands that

from day to night, devalue 95% and become ghost ships in exchanges.

➔ OUR IDEA AND PLAN

An Hedged Mutual Fund To Crypto Equity & Dapps Projects.

There  are  several  groups  of  people/entite  who  come  together  to  form

investment  funds to invest  in  others companies,  startups,  stock market,  bonds.

How about to form a democratic Mutual fund devoted to the crypto espectro?

To Invest In Anything In Crypto And Blockchain.

Our initial project to be developed is a decentralized voting and decision-

making platform.

Why A Mutual Fund In Crypto?

Some  banks  have  begun  to  offer,  albeit  timidly,  funds  in  crypto.  Large

groups of investors of all kinds are starting to see the market's potential in crypto

and funds are being formed by strides. The crypto securities market, the altcoins
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market, has a great opportunity for profit, the market is maturing, and having funds

invested in crypto is beneficial to the system.

Mutual Funds from Stock to Crypto.

A crypto mutual fund can not simply import how the stock market works, it

needs to understand the particularities of this intense and never-sleeping market.

Our aims is a constant sharing of information, exchange of ideas between investors

and the team. We aims to create a democratic space where we can discuss the

designs and products of different cryptocurrencies. Choose the most noteworthy

projects  to  form  a  portfolio  trade,  the  duration  of  a  portfolio,  objectives  and

targets. And most importantly, we adapt to the frequent oscillations that are usual

to the cryptocurrencies market.

A Token To Share Decisions And Profits.

ONE SHARE combines a team of professional Traders and a community of

thousands of people together to find the perfect experience. We intends to manage

a crypto investment fund that benefits its investors.

As an investment fund, we intend to allocate resources in profitable projects,

even if it is from third parties. A platform where individual can access to apply their

idea, or project, with the intention of obtaining partnership to start, we will analyze

all the proposals and discuss with the investors (holders) of the One Share token.

The central idea is to share the decisions and the realized gains with the

investors. Much more than an Initial Token Offer to distribute ONE SHARE Token,

our project aims to share the project's ownnership with investors. Participating in

our ICO is  also having a share of the project,  and with that,  participate in the

decisions and the gains. A decentralized enterprise.
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THE ONE  SHARE PROJECT:

➔ BRIEF

Develop an advanced decentralized platform for decision-making and voting
based in Blockchain. Run an ICO for distribution of ONE SHARE Tokens through a
Ethereum Smart Ecosystem Contract to raise the largest mutual investment fund in
cryptocurrencies. The entire resource collected will form a mutual fund called ONE
FUND that will be managed by shared decisions of founders and investors, to the
benefit all SHAREHOLDERS of ONE SHARE Tokens. The Foundation to be created to
manage the fund will  be totally decentralized and the decisions of the company
decided by the investors by voting.

On  the  First  phase  of  the  project,  ICO  investors  will  receive  the
correspondent of ONE SHARE Tokens according to the amount invested and also
rights  of  share  of  the  ONE  FUND  realized  gains  and  rights  for  voting  in  the
decisions of the Foundation.

To the second phase of the project,  investors are required to HOLD ONE
SHARE Token in order to be able to participare in the share of the gains. The fund
will  be  applied  many  profitable  projects,  in  crypto  securities  (ALTCoins),  third
parties DAPPs projects, a rebuy program of One SHARE Token, a fund to list ONE
SHARE Token in as many exchanges as possible and anything the investors decide
in the crypto/blockchain spectrum. The central purpose is to share the decision
and share the profits, it is mean, share the success of the investments with the
SHAREHOLDERS of ONE SHARE toekn and at same time, make the fund to grow.
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➔ ONE SHARE TOKEN

ONE SHARE is an ERC20 standard token, works just like any token of the
ethereum  blockchain  network,  can  be  transferred,  stocked  and  hold  in  any
ethereum wallet. The total supply will be 300,000,000. None ONE SHARE Token
will be issued beyond the total supply. 55% of ONE Tokens or 165,000,000 will
initially be offered exclusively by a Initial Coin Offering (ICO) and can be purchased
exclusively with BTC, ETH, BCH, LTC, DASH, XRP.

ONE  SHARE  is  a  cryptocurrency  and  its  price  is  not  controlled  or
manipulated and depends explicitly on buying and selling in third-party exchanges
against bitcoin, ethereum or even fiat currencies.

Hold ONE SHARE also means having a share in  the One Fund Enterprise
outieership,  being  able  to  vote  in  strategic  decisions  and  receive  profits.  Each
quarter of the year, the investment profits will be shared with all token holders.
Holders will be treated as ShareHolders.
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➔ THE INITIAL COIN OFFERING

All  unsold  token  offered  to  the  ICO will  be  burned  after  end  of  the  initial  coin
offering.

The ICO price per token will be U$ 0,04
Intended objectives (Targets ) for the ICO:

SOFT CAP SELL 25 millions ONE TOKENS

FIRST TARGET SELL 50 millions ONE TOKENS

SECOND TARGET SELL 100 millions ONE TOKENS

HARD CAP SELL 165 millions ONE TOKENS
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❏ BONUS TABLES

ICO bonuses will be awarded according to the amount invested and others
aspects:

BONUS ACCORDING THE ICO STAGE:

Ico Bonus Stage Duration BONUS

First Stage Until SOFT CAP reach 20%

Second Stage To be decided 15%

Third Stage To be decided 10%

Fourth Stage To be decided 7%

Last Stage To be decided ICO Price U$ 0.04

ADDITIONAL BONUS ACCORDING TO AMOUNT OF ONE SHARE TOKENS BOUGHT:

Less than
8,000

Between
8,001 - 50,000

Between
50,001 - 500,000

Over
500,000

COPPER SILVER GOLD PLATINUM

0% 5% more tokens 10% more tokens 15% more 
tokens

Additional Benefits

Access to 
investor
ONE FORUM

Access to investor
ONE FORUM

Access to investor
ONE FORUM

Access to 
investor
ONE FORUM

Share in the 
profits

Share in the profits 
(1.15x)

Share in the profits 
(1.30x)

Share in the 
profits (1.55x)

Rights to Vote Rights to Vote Rights to Vote Increased Voting
rights 

Buy Over 500,000 Tokens At First Stage Of Ico In Order To Get The
Max Bonus Discount Of 35%.
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➔ THE UNIQUE DAPP VOTING SYSTEM PLATFORM IN BLOCKCHAIN

Following  a  comprehensive  planning,  ONE  SHARE  aims  to  create  an
advanced Dapp voting platform in blockchain to share decisions with shareholders.
The idea is to develop a platform or mainnet with the use of blockchain technology
to  create  a  reliable  decentralized  voting  system  for  multiple  purposes.  This
decentralized platform will be our most important project to be developed, easily
accessible and may in the future be used by any group, company, foundation, who
wish conducting searches, inquiry,  study, polls by voting in a secure blockchain
environment.

The first use-applicability will be in the decentralized decision making of the
hybrid  ONE  Mutual  FUND.  This  platform  will  help  to  manage  a  hybrid  and
decentralized governance company.

The idea is the creation of non-monetary units of blockschain, distributed by
a network. the transfer of the non-monetary unit, represents the choices, among
the  options  presented.  At  a  user  level,  an  app  is  easy  to  use  as  a  mobile
application,  which guarantees  you the full  security  of  the blockchain  in  making
important decisions or simply answering a survey.

The surveyor distributes the non-monetary unit of voting, according to the
desired population,  or  for  specific  individuals  - who must  take decisions at  the
corporate level - and check the results and the choices are recorded in the public
and transparent block.

using a basis of Proof-Of-Burn, after the transfer of the non-monetary unit,
there is the destruction of it.
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ETH collected by 
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FUND Capital
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The ONE FUND:

The capital raised by ICO of ONE SHARE will form the One Fund, holders of
the  ONE  SHARE  token  have  a  share  in  the  fund's  ownership.  All  financial
applications of the fund will be debated and decided collectively between the team
and  the  shareholders.  The  ONE  FUND  will  always  be  kept  in  cryptocurrencies,
supporting the adoption of the market, benefiting the market as a whole

The initial capital of the Fund.
The initial capital to form the ONE FUND will be composed by the amount

collected at ICO of ONE SHARE.  will make up the initial capital of the fund 90% of
the raised.

All the initial investment decisions of the fund application will be shared with
the investors who participate in ICO or hold ONE SHARE Tokens. Information about
all the investments will be published on the ONE FORUM platform available to ICO
investors  and  holders.  The  fund  will  capitalize  profit  on  each  quarter(can  be
changed by decision of investors). For the first quarter the ICO investors will share
the realized profit of the investments of the period, to the next quarters it will be
necessary hold ONE SHARE Coin (through a smart contract or others means or
ESCROW) for the duration of the quarter. If there is a profit obtained in the period,
it will be shared with ONE SHARE holders. Only the profits will be shared.
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➔ One Fund Investments.
➔ One Quarter Duration.
➔ Take Profits.
➔ Share gains With Holders Of One Share Token.

* The crypto coins of this model are merely illustrative.

The  fund  will  have  several  others  purposes,  from  investment  in  crypto
securities (ALTCoins) to investment in other crypto projects, such as exchanges,
wallets, Apps, DApps, web applications, crypto BOTs, anything profitable in crypto
spectrum.

The ONE Mutual FUND give to individual investors access to professionally
managed portfolios of crypto securities. Each SHAREHOLDER, therefore, participates
proportionally in the gains of the fund after a period of time. The ONE FUND will
invest in a wide amount of securities, and performance is tracked as the change in
the total market cap of the fund.

One Fund Management
The ONE FUND is also the name of the Foundation to be registered, is in the

business of making investments. When an investor buys ONE SHARE token - in any
exchange - he is buying part ownership of the ONE FUND Foundation. The holder
has a share of ownership of the mutual fund and can claim the gains by holding it
property. The fund will be applied mostly in securities cryptocurrencies (ALTCoins),
but also in others projects in crypto and blockchain. All allocation/investment in
ALTCoins will  be discussed at ONE FORUM. Investors will  have a voice and can
share their opinion and vote when it be necessary.
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➔ TRADING

The investments will follow the market, the duration of investments (trading
crypto  securities)  will  be  dependent  and  decided  for  momentum,  but  ains  at
medium  to  long-term  investment.  Showing  transparency,  ONE  Team  will  share
daily/weekly information and balance of gains and losses fo all the trades made,
and disclosed at the ONE FORUM and others social medias. The main objective is to
be the largest mutual investment fund in crypto securities, where investors have
voting rights and a share of the ONE FUND’s gains.

➔ SHAREHOLDERS PROTOCOL

By definition, shareholder is a person who owns shares in a company and
therefore  gets  part  of  the company's  profits  and the right  to  vote on how the
company is controlled.

When somebody buy ONE SHARE Token and hold it in our smart contract or
others means availables or ESCROW, becomes a SHAREHOLDER and gets part of
the ONE FUND's profits, it is mean, is entitled to gain a dividends of ONE FUND’s
investments after some time. Everyone who acquires ONE SHARE Tokens in the ICO
or late in exchanges is able to gain part of the profits of each quarter if hold the
tokens for the time requested.

The Minimum Hold  Time Requered To Receive Net Income Of The Profitsis
1 Month (30 Days).

It  will  be  necessary  to keep ONE SHARE locked  by a  contract  or  others
means offered or ESCROW, it is mean, to agree to keep ONE SHARE for the time
that the quarter lasts to have a share of the profits. At the end of each quarter, ONE
SHARE can be redeemed back to Ethereum Address (investor address) and holders
receive the SHAREHOLDER profit in ETH, BTC or even USDT accord to amount of
ONE SHARe tokens was locked.
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➔ SHAREHOLDERS GROUPS

Benefiting long-term investors and more committed to ONE FUND, investors
entitled to receive share of the profits will be classified by groups based on the
amount of ONE SHARE Tokens they own and hold:

Group 
Membership

Amount Of One Share Tokens Holding Participation In The Fund's
Shares Gains.

COPPER Less than 8,000 20%

SILVER between 8,001 and 50,000 23%

GOLD between 50,001 and 500,000 26%

PLATINUM above 500,001 ONE SHARE TOKENS 31%

Future  implementations,  modifications  of  the  SHAREHOLDER system may
happen and will be debated and voted at the ONE FORUM. The focus is always to
have a fair system where all SHAREHOLDERS gain.
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➔ HOLD ECOSYSTEM

Hold is part of how the SHAREHOLDER Protocol works and how it can benefit
investors. The profits are distributed after each period (Quarter) to all investors
who have ONE SHARW tokens. To do so, investors needed to keep the tokens in
theirs  own  wallets.  Tokens  keept  in  exchanges  is  not  elegible  to  share  of  the
profits.  Instructions on how to proceed will  be widely published on the website
each quarter.

Make Money With ONE FUND

At  end  of  each  period  of  investment  shareholders  get  back  ONE
SHARE tokens and a share of growth of the one fund.
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➔ DISTRIBUTION OF NET INCOME

Profits will be auctioned at intervals of 3 to 4 months (may fluctuate slightly
depending on the cryptocurrencies market). ONE Tokens holders will participate in
the profits according to the holding group. Part of the profits will form a fund to
help list ONE Token in the in the most varied and best crypto exchanges. Another
part of the profits will be reinvested and be part of the ONE FUND, and make the
fund grow.

* The initial purpose of Distribution of the Profits can be modified by decision and
by vote of SHAREHOLDERS.
* Also Part of the fund's earnings will be used for the repurchase of ONE SHARE in
the exchanges whenever ONE SHARE is below the price of ICO.
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➔ LISTING FUND AND EXCHANGES - The more exchanges, The better.

At each period or quarter, part of the profits, 10%, will be collected to form
a fund called LISTING FUND, aims at list ONE SHARE Token in the most important
exchanges.

Listing proposals in exchanges will be made within the ONE FORUM platform,
prioritizing the best exchanges, with more liquidity and trust. Listing ONE token in
the best exchanges is a priority objective,  it helps to provide more liquidity and
facilitate access to our token.

The amount of such specific funds as Listing Fund may be discussed and
modified in the future in the event SHAREHOLDERS wish to prioritize the listing of
the ONE SHARE Token.

New investors  can  at  any  time acquire  ONE  SHARE  and decide  HOLD to
benefit from sharing profits and being able to vote.

Tokens held in exchanges are not eligible to receive gains from ONE FUND
In  order  to  be eligible  to  have  rights  in  the  decisions  and rights  to  the

profits,  new  investors  will  be  required  to  buy  ONE  SHARE  in  third  parties
exchanges, at the price of marking, not controlled by us, and keep them in own
wallet. Tokens help in exchanges are not elegible to clains share of ONE FUND.
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➔ GOVERNANCE MODEL

Managing  a  crypto  fund  is  not  something  simple,  a  lot  needs  to  be
considered in terms of safety and at same time profitability. In many ways crypto is
a genuine market and has no comparison with stock market and others markets. A
unique model of governance becomes essential.

The decisions of how to invest will always be debated and decided in ONE
FORUM. A team of traders will be in charge of managing investments in the crypto
securities.  Balance  sheets  and  information  on  how  the  fund  is  will  always  be
disclosed daily and weekly.

We  idealized  three  layers  of  governance:  Fund  Management  Custody,
Decision Management, Community Management.

❏ ONE FUND Management custody
It  concerns  the  safe  handling  of  the  fund.  Essentially,  the  fund  will
always be held in crypto securities, even if it is a stable cryptocurrency
like  USDT  (tether).  Fund  applications  will  be  made  only  in  safe
environments and exchanges that demonstrate greater security of trust.
As  much  as  possible,  the  fund  will  be  kept  in  cold  wallets.  The
investments in cryptocurrencies will be carried out by the professional
team of traders. The growth of the fund will be accompanied by constant
disclosure and publish of gains and losses.

❏ DECISION Management
Most of what will be done with the fund will be decided together with the
SHAREHOLDERS.  For  this  purpose,  we  need  constant  discussion  and
debate  on  ONE  FORUM.  Decisions  will  be  taken  by  consensus.
Implementing  an  advanced  voting  system  will  allow  better  decision-
making and add democracy to the fund.

❏ COMMUNITY Management
Proposals for new ideas and new investments, with the participation of
investors, is a pillar of the success of this project. ONE FORUM will be a
perfect tool for these goals.
It will require investor and employee engagement. It will be necessary to
choose  among the investors,  some more deceived  and monitors  and
administrators,  who  will  moderate  the  progress  of  the  ONE  FORUM,
organizing the propositions, voting and making of decisions. In the end,
we all want the same thing, the success of the project.
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➔ ONE FUND INDEX AND THE INDEX CRYPTO EXCHANGE

INDEX investment fund is a billionaire market, as popular as equity marked.
An index is essentially an imaginary portfolio of securities representing a particular
market or a portion of it.  When most people talk about how well  the market is
doing,  they  are  actually  referring  to  an  index.  Some  popular  indexes  are  the
Standard & Poor's 500 Index (S&P 500), the Nasdaq and the Dow Jones Industrial
Average (DJIA).

It  is  possible  to  create  groups  of  cryptocurrency  portfolios  that  can  be
invested and traded as an INDEX.
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The preference for investment in INDEX is based on the fact that the investor
can invest in several assets and avoid to suffer the negative flow of some asset of
the portfolio.

ONE FUND plans to create an INDEX INVESTMENT PLATFORM allowing direct
investments  in  severals  INDEX in CRYPTO specifics  portfolios fund investments.
investors may be able to invest in the index of the ONE FUND and others kind
portfolios an a INDEX CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE.
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➔ STAKEHOLDERS
Identifying the agents and groups that are interested in the success of this

project  is  a  very  important  task.  Stock  Market  is  full  of  organized  groups  of
investors  who,  with  the  intention  of  investing  collectively,  invest  heavily  in  the
market, these groups have become essential to how the stock market works, giving
liquidity, volume and robustness to the system. If for some reason the large stock
market  funds ceased to exist,  the system would go into a deep collapse.  Stock
Market  self  regulates,  making  successful  companies  perform  better  against
companies that are failing. Crypto Market needs more stability, needs that success
projects overcome bad projects. Some good crypto projects (and even profitable)
should better perform against projects that are  false or failed.

Although  crypto  are  issued  with  the  intention  that  this  be  de-facto  a
currency,  the  market  more and  more  see  crypto  as  an  asset.  When we buy a
cryptocurrency, it means that we have the general feeling that we are investing in
that  project,  in  the  majority  of  times  we  do  not  acquire  these  coins  to  buy
something, but as an asset, to hold for some time. Big funds is something that
lacks in Crypto Market. No doubt there are excellent blockchain projects out there
that  issued coins and are listed in crypto exchanges.  Today the Crypto Market
works unfortunately like "pump and dump".

Those who benefit most from the ONE FUND:

Crypto Market Adding liquidity. The market lacks medium-
and long-term investors or funds that are 
dedicated to investment in the sector.

ONE Token investors it is expected that ONE Coin grows with 
success in the ONE FUND's investments, 
increasing interest and appreciation to the 
ONE Coin.

Projects in crypto and blockchain Many good crypto projects ideas die even 
before they start for lack of investment or 
how to fund themselves.

ONE FUND is able to invest and be a 
partner of good ideas, exemple: A mobile 
application, an integration update, a web 
portal,a new dex application, a new tech in 
crypto, a crypto BOT.
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➔ SECURITY MEASURES FOR THE ONE FUND

With the blockchain philosophy "you are responsible for your own security,"
ONE FUND will maintain a secure protocol to handle the fund. ONE FUND will be
fully maintained in crypto, will not be kept in centralized banks. Most of the fund
will always be kept in cold wallets and as little as possible exposed to exchanges.

The funds will be managed by exclusive computers and authorized founders,
Investors may be invited to participate, collaborate, after being accredited. Non
accredited people will not have the private keys to control the funds. Using Cold
wallets to prevent any funds from being Hacked and will only using the greatest
and safest exchanges to buy in for our Portfolio Locked funds safed with smart
contracts will ensure that it is impossible to get lost during the lock period , not
from the team , neither from hackers that got access to your accounts.

Additionally to grant Maximum security on our Website user accounts are
going to be saved with 2FA authentication , email verification etc. to prevent any
unwanted people gaining access to your account.
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ONE FORUM:

ONE FORUM is an important tool for making strategic decisions of the hybrid
Enterprise  Foundation  and  to  share  information  among investors  A  forum with
exclusive access to SHAREHOLDERS, will be integrated into the project website, as
well as the ICO website. It is a place where investors can exchange ideas, suggest
investments, vote on investment proposals. More than a Telegram chat, the ONE
FORUM  grants  more  organization,  with  specific  contents  separated  by  topics
concatenated. Moderators can be chosen from volunteers with access to the forum.
Proposals  and  decisions  will  be  shared  and  taken  on  this  platform,  ROADMAP
proposals will be discussed and approved.

The Voting of all decisions that matter will be conducted in the FORUM, a
topic will be open to every moment a decision must be debated, for a moment will
be open for debate and at end, a poll to vote will be open and the decision will be
taken.

Debate - New Proposition - Exchange of Ideas - Voting - Decision
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ROADMAP 2018/2019:

September/2018
ICO

Public offering of ONE SHARE Token Asset.

Q4/2018
ONE FORUM (BETA)

The  forum  is  an  essential  part  of  how
shareholders will be able to exchange ideas
and participate in fund’s decisions.
An initial version will be created during the
course of ICO.

With  time  we  are  going  to  add  more
functionally to the FORUM. It will be always
a beta project.

Q4/2018
ONE FUND

The  foundation  of  the  One  Fund  will  be
known  at  end  of  ICO.  Here  starts  our
journey of a decentralized E-Business.

VOTING SYSTEM Platform (BETA)
Next months after the ICO, we are going to
work hard on a democratic voting platform,
SHAREHOLDERS  will  be  consulted  for
important decisions of investments.

Everyone  holding  ONE  SHARE  TOKEN  is
entitled with responsibilities and rights to
decide the company's direction.

This first platform will be just a glimpse of
the most ambitious project of taking polls
on  chain  of  a  decentralized  blockchain
ecosystem.

End of Q4/2018
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST NET INCOME

The total of realized profit earned from ONE
FUND applications of Q4 will  be disclosed
and the corresponding gains published and
delivered to each of one that participated in
the ICO.

At this stage, only ICOs investors will take
part of the profits.

The Net Income will be always distributed
at end of each quarter. Next quarters will
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be required, in order to be entitled in the
realized  profits,  to  HOLD  ONE  SHARE
TOKENS in a private wallet.

Q1/2019
SHAREHOLDER PROTOCOL

After the first Distribution of Net Income to
ICO investors, to have a share in the ONE
FUND’s decisions/gains, will be required to
Hold ONE SHARE Token in a private wallet.

SHAREHOLDER  PROTOCOL  establishes  the
duality  of  ONE  SHARE  Token,  a
cryptocurrency  and  also  an  crypto  Asset
stock  to  be  traded  in  market  and
represents  the  ownership  share  of  One
Fund.

Q2/2019
ONE FUND INDEX
ETF EXCHANGE PLATFORM
PORTFOLIO TRADE

Ambitious  project  starting  in  2019,  to
create an investment platform for  trading
cryptocurrency portfolios.  The parameters
will be will be a product of constant debate
in our Forum.

Q4/2019
The most ADVANCED DApp Voting Platform 
of Decision-Making in BlockChain.

A revolution in how to conduct a public 
opinion poll.

It will be our most important project to be
developed,  an  unique  DApp  platform
system  in  blockchain  for  conducting
searches, inquiry, study, polls by voting.

this  platform  has  a  range  of  practical
applications,  strategic  decisions  to  be
taken by a company, opinion polls for the
most diverse surveys situations.

This platform will help manage a hybrid and
decentralized governance company.

By João C M de Almeida,
and Deniz Yildiz
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